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ABSTRACT

This document is how to learn how to create customer feedback and the slogan. Along with the widespread response to creative criticism of design logos, the value of important research protections was a signal of structure, especially of nature, and given the effects of the unique diversity of plant logo design. Creativity 96 brands have proven to be good design decisions. The answer was collected through a survey in Portugal, of two studies that examined 220 people. Conclusion: The results indicate that branding is an important factor in the brand in response to branding and those logos has a short marking effect. Also, this study shows that in plant-based pressures, the organic composition is more like a design culture. Functional assessment: a diagnostic finding that indicates that the effects of unknown genetic symptoms occur at the same stage and that the effects of negative signals overlap. This browser is what a celestial manager is because their answer every time shows that the brand is important, the cost of the company can be adjusted by the brand's original brand. Value: This document is the answer to the basic discovery of processed vegetables. As a result, managers must decide whether to design or not design manually to provide a good and effective response.

1. INTRODUCTION:

The underlying value of their relationship is traditionally known and excluded from the symbol of their competitors. However, the current results of this study differ from the neurobiology of clients, given the corporate affiliation, suggesting that a signal may give bayonets, rather than a signal potential have come up with many approaches directly as a sign of the cause of the partner's effect. It is suspected that we gave in Park et al. (2013) suggest that they "will be more than just a simple and versatile identification tool" in the sense of securing greater engagement and increasing corporate engagement. The disciplined author aside in economics also emphasized the importance of reading logical logic and as a symbol of emotional significance. Baudrillard (1968), in sociology, reported that spices are consumed all the time because of the specific requirements that are related, but because of the semantic content along the way.

Companies take time and grow time, adopt and change brands, and with advertising and marketing managers who need a lot of information from central design ideas. And decided to change the logo. Despite the importance of brand management and critical research in a new brand or brand or brand has a little systematic study was conducted to test the effect of partner patterns on signal processing.

Looking at this purpose of solving the puzzle in this work with academics has focused on the effects of logo design, and in particular, has a unique influence on the natural (organic and cultural) style of the customer's effective response. Instead, we investigate whether social variables and genetics are the sources of differences in perspectives on these.

The documents are as follows: current logos and publications were produced through a discussion of
the unique theory in this case. Experts from the work, research, known words, based on the boundaries they found, and which means more research will be discussed below.

Notes intellectual property is important that negatively affect the performance of the company. Consumers can add the relationship is deep and intimate, and the brand, which means the growth of sales of consumer awareness and reduces the cost of advertising. As one of the main elements of a visual logo, the logo recognition model and differs from rivals option make this possible. Throughout history, the brand has turned its corporate identity and company or movement. However, the logo can be more than just a tool and choice. Christians can be a symbol of the desire to win and death when it comes to happiness for the Buddhist swastika practical and happiness; however, the brand can, among other things, the light of the brand is managed. find things that are important fact, previous studies have products that are labeled to find that the act logo is a visual representation of the image of the company and this means. As a result of the end, the company can judge the popularity of the brand, as well as the attitude of marketing, the purpose of the purchase, and brand loyalty. The expansion of financial companies also has an impact. However, no research investigates the nature of this relationship. This article focuses on extensive research about the impact of research on brand engagement and customer performance brand, and research in three main ways. First, the process behind the company and, what is true from what is, increase customer growth, and the ability to maximize brand monopoly interests are recognized in the surrounding colors. Second, since there is no research on early paint markers are imposed on the identity of the above, the logo was used to indicate the status of a blessing to our customers.

The most important, the retailer can be demonstrated that the conversation with the brand or by using visual images is unique. Check to see if the map brands only have the name of the brand and the brand name that has a visual symbol of a different search if confidential user through brand identity. Third, because the company uses a different class to augment customer base with the brand image, this questions how the frequency of this expansion affects the positive brand., the main reason for this view is that they know how the customer is connected to the customer and brand performance, even more, impact color was. Guha is important that dominated the vision. Specifically, this is a violation of a trademark as a single brand and is not intended for connecting the company to the other aspects of advertising (including a penalty of products, power distribution, and price). Conversely, ideas believing that match the brand marketing the perception of brand marketing. The following discusses the reasons and history of the concept, but it and combining theory and the more complicated. He then followed the strategy study and succeeds. In the next post, we discussed the possibility of a result of management practices and future research.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Theory of concept and conceptual theory: brand and brand communication and enterprise product performance

The analysis revealed that the customer's view relates to the meaning and brand of the work so that the information in the product advertisement is accurate. How this affects consumer choice and summary of product choices and product performance are the major constraints in this study (Fig. 1).

Theoretical enterprise involvement and performance are the only criteria that are relevant to others. Good relationships with customers are an important driver of financial loss for business purposes, which can also affect the financial performance and costs of business owners. Duty is measured as the tendency for customers to stay in the future and maintain brand relationships in the future and is regarded by employees as one of the key sponsors of a strong relationship. Therefore, the inquiry is waiting for customers and firms to
incorporate the work and power of the brand to bring about the brand.

For product features (good nouns and various nouns) that can be a problem such as signage, customer perception, and sign concept will affect the relationship with the sign in several ways. First, images are now bombarded with clients, and communication messages end up and sometimes even better customer violations. In such an environment, the level of sustained customer support and brand recognition is less complex and decisions can be made faster.

In addition to the added information gained from better document ID, 3 evaluation methods have been developed that are relevant but which brand tulip creates value for its customers due to its visual appearance and better performance. About the business: simple identification of disclosure/forgiveness attribution, communication interest for consumer icon, and access to aesthetic confidence. The test was to follow the three best practices in depth below.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Pilot study

The purpose of the experiment was to draw the two sides. First of all, you have to wait to make sure that the 3 logo template advantage is invalid as it is influenced by each model's users and administrators. Secondly, because no standard discussed advantages offered by the world-class logo, but look at the state of the other to create a coherent and fast chain and is compatible with the interests of this one at the same time. big. For this purpose, 94 clients and 37 managers agree to follow a detailed interview face. At the time of this interview, participants identify what suits the brand is the most powerful and weakest by reporting what type, and explaining the reasons for using an explicit answer. Both teachers are not taught as a group that we finally get the answer is clear.

Main study

After validation and validation measurements are correct to measure three factors that are represented by the logo, the basic objective point of view suggests that these interests may show a causal relationship between product brand and customer / public service in the performance of sales. go on to assess the effectiveness of the logo (brand name as a scam against the logo followed by the logo, the logo) and the number of additional as a moderator of the relationship between brand identity and customer presentation and performance companies.

Measures

The moderating role of brand extensions

To test whether the number of connection brands to change the impact of happiness on brand engagement with the customer and company performance, the author changed the tolerance model to 4. Each organization serves the airline operator, which it has and with a limited number. This system has been changed to help smooth the reason why fixation depends on the type of markers (called symptoms). The practice known as the metric factor is different also getting a helper (benefits loyalty and commitment) is the extension agent and additional logo disadvantages (see Steenkamp and Baumgartner, 1998).

4. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

There are some great lessons to be done. First of all, you have to know that statistics is a symbol of comfort and results of actions and statistics. Second, we evaluated how cosmetics should measure most states (yes or no) and change updates and in line with the need to have at least one shoe. taken. In this study, however, we measured the effect of three types of markers, and specifically in the form of maps and visual anonymity. Therefore, we have measured the effects of signal coverage at four.

It must be capable, in basic terms, to investigate the situation of gender, age, and educational level,
as well as the effects of the strong relationship between these templates.

Search for alternative brands will be critically analyzed in two case studies to try to influence a brand from a unique culture. Jun and Lee (2007) comment on the importance of creating a visual identity when culture is publicized and studio marketing is limited. Research and empirical research solve this problem. In this work, the results corresponding to Portugal are presented, while the verification screen in Spain and the Netherlands. Information on the cultural horizon of Hofstede is given (Hofstede, 1980). The values found in the strong relationship between Portugal and the Netherlands, while the value for Spain is generally in column 2. For example, the user of messages (AUI), the Netherlands 53, Spain 86 of the brand, and Portugal 104. The mean values can be used for the good to see the nonlinear structure. We assume that culture is responsible for the majority of UAI browsers (Hofstede, 1980) is more likely to indicate that the species is not known / unknown. Because organic representation is the best known, we hope this link and culture with the highest level of UAI.

This test can be done with a unique test, as well as efforts to ensure that we are not interested in the mental, behavioral, and logo components of neural structures.

On the second try, but we were unable to provide security in response to the tight logo design. In this experiment, we are going to compare the effects on the natural production of the brand and the demand. In Experiment 3, some of the conclusions of dynamics and psychosocial experiences are summarized, with a solid evaluation of the neurological response in the signal structure. These documents should confirm the spiritual state of the district at an early trial and help us provide the basic concepts and methodological understanding.

The biggest issue with local geographic institutions is not clear: for some, it is difficult to adopt a failure model and ensure that all stakeholders are waiting for the requests to be fulfilled. This conceptual structure becomes complicated when the collection of facts is transformed into a coherent whole. Therefore, the remaining time for short evaluation is also variable, which may have an impact on the results of the study. Furthermore, research and lack of knowledge about prestigious research structures are not sufficient to reduce the weight of this observation. The basic question about the organization of the organization is one example: We can find 216 answers to the questionnaire, but only 126 qualified participants choose it. This leads to the satisfaction of reading. Things that are still blocking the impact of the incident are questionable by asking Question 5 on the online survey to allow technology to complete the request. Because of this technology, a nine-question questionnaire is much better and we ask an important question that may provide good information on what the brand is.

5. CONCLUSION

The results of the study suggest that it is possible to manage a relationship that is already better and stronger than the expectations of its clients, especially since the user can quickly see a completely based on the logo and does not mean that it can create capital resources. to promote brand and brand. It is a logo that is not a problem, but it may not be the most practical or strange signal to improve it, they have had to learn from their business. Symbols like the logo allow anonymous names. Result researchers say they serve identity/logo interests in a better or better way rather than trademarks. Also, in the case of the extension, the manual refers to the specific brand of brands that have a completely basic brand. Lastly, identify the classic appeal of the brand agreement to enhance our brand marketing business case for business clients seeking better results. Managers must pay attention to the fact that visual magazines as a brand seem to pursue the beauty of public relations. Taken together, these figures reflect the fiscal cost of using visual symbols for branding purposes. Now the market will be very expensive. The brand did more than
anything he wanted to reach the consumer. The face has been presented as the focus of company management, a clear example of what a logo is, tools that are affordable, incompatible with efforts to promote the company's brand, and buy something good. Also, and contrary to what would be expected, commercial support will expand the brand's product category and then select those that represent the brand's interests. This contributes to the future development of road construction and construction, as the logo can help our customers to be part of such a product. We remember many obstacles to research when looking for results. First, to find and control the look of luxury brands, venture capital firms, nonprofit companies, online retailers, and advertising firms, as well as advanced, accessible, and back-end stores. It can have an impact on company performance and customer loyalty. Due to the lack of data, the authors do not allow the change of the logo to a vector format that could influence the behavior of the buyer to influence the performance of the company. However, they did not shed light on the importance of testing the version long-term there and presenting future research to learn how it works in Logo customer relationships. Second, since the browser can add visual identity, the logo is not the best (by material and shape), but it is also that, in addition to the product packaging, the insignificance of reading may be the model used in this study. It is recommended to develop an account. A description of how the brand deals with spiritual ownership that communicates mission objectives and seeks trust. Third, and finally, the effect of the visual logo can be related to various home design patterns (such as color, color, and pixels). Because the level of specific features for logo design has exceeded the design limits that already exist, authors who design future research are discussed in this definition.

Suggestions for further research and the case company

As shown in the first part of this theory, customer attitude towards flight is a sensitive issue, from the airport perspective. In this case, continuing this problem can be a useful business in the air to improve. First of all, researchers and researchers need to read this in-depth in the interest of the consumer when answering questions. Because there is a large and well-known source of information on this topic, it has been necessary to conduct research and interviews to obtain the most accurate results. According to Claire Watson (2003), symptoms represent the first step in the process of building knowledge about the preservation of a product or function because it can have an impact on attitude and motivating behaviors.

To build consumer information, the group would like to do extensive research on consumer needs with the help of advanced research and research technology. Proposed later this survey to study the case may Finnair try to improve the customer service to use and the Finnair hug score in India among the use of qualitative research? India is thinking about the big users of social networks. Perhaps the main research tool for future research is the use of Finnair social media therefore it can provide some information logistics. With this guide, for example, Lufthansa uses Twitter to highlight the brand and has 95,000 followers. By contrast, Finnair has around 2,500 followers. Similarly, the use of social media that can be used as a tool for marketing and advertising helps marketers continue to focus on Twitter with, like, Carol Chapman. To develop a very personal program, the couple adds two accounts and post regularly posted and create a personal Twitter account to India, for example., author of the theory of making sure that the Finnair Organizational Test should continue to invest to improve insights in the Indian market in a way that is good for brand development: accepted, this is not a mile to the company is of interest success and profit.
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